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Television is one of the largest businesses in the world. Learn all about TV entertainment, the television industry and popular TV shows. Unfortunately, people go for pricing without realizing lousy customer service prices are rising rapidly as your time becomes disrupted. 1) I've subscribed to the Internet and TV bundle. It was promised my second TV would be free through my app
which I could download on my Roku device. It turned out that this is not the case. Was then told a second TV required another box from them for $120! 2) Was charged 10 dollars more for my bundle than agreed. Went about with customer service and didn't get anywhere else. It was said: This is how it is. I decided to cancel after spending hours on hold just to get reps in the
wrong department and no help.3) I canceled and went with Hulu. The best step I could take is because they have customer service so I don't spend hundreds of dollars of my time spending it on customer service. So the true price isn't really what the bill says. It's a function, how much time and aggravation, what happens to your service.4) But wait I said I canceled? It's never over
with ATT. My bill has never been zeroed out and the installation fee is refunded. A week after I canceled with the retention department I was told that I didn't really cancel. Maybe it was a figment of my imagination? So I canceled a second time, and this time I got an email cancellation and a refund of my TV setup fee. I was told by one representative earlier the fee was for the
internet, not the TV. I mentioned many of the reps just make up the answers to get you off the phone?5) But wait I said I canceled? Don't ever say never. More than three weeks after I returned my box and two weeks after they received it they emailed me that they had not received the box and would charge my credit card $120.00. I call them and talk to three departments,
including the president's office. Despite providing a confirmation number, they must investigate, so that a month after the cancellation the case is still not closed. 6) So when you read reviews about services and pricing offered to take that with a grain of salt. If you are not impoverished the price does not matter. Your time, energy and sanity does. If you persist in signing, despite
the warning to be careful to document all transactions, conversations, and save receipts! You're going to need them. PrintCoane/Hulton Archive/Getty Images British scientist Charles Darwin (1809-1882) was not the first scientist to explain evolution or recognize that species change over time. However, it gets most of just because it was the first to publish the mechanism of how
evolution occurred. He called this mechanism a natural selection. Over time, more and more information about natural selection and its different types was discovered. With C genetics of the Viennese abbot and scientist Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), the mechanism of natural selection became even clearer than when Darwin first proposed it. It is now recognized as a fact in the
scientific community. Below is more information about the five types of selection known today (both natural and not very natural). Azcolvin429 (Selection_Types_Chart.png) / GFDL The first type of natural selection is called the direction of selection. It got its name from the shape of the approximate curve of the bell, which is produced when the features of all humans are built.
Instead of a curve bell falling directly into the middle of the axle on which they are built, it is distorted to varying degrees either left or right. Consequently, he was moving in one direction or another. Directions of selection curves are most often seen when one outer coloring protrudes over another for the species. It can be to help species fit into the environment, disguise
themselves from predators, or mimic another species to fool predators. Other factors that may contribute to one extreme are chosen for more than others include the quantity and type of food.  Azcolvin429 (Selection_Types_Chart.png) / GFDL Destructive Choice is also named after how the bell curve is distorted when people are built on a graph. Disrupt means falling apart, and
that's what happens with the bell curve of destructive selection. Instead of a curve bell having one peak in the middle, the destructive selection chart has two peaks with a valley in the middle of them. The form comes from the fact that both extremes are chosen for during a destructive selection. The median is not a favorable trait in this case. Instead, it is desirable to have one
extreme or another, without a preference on which extreme is better for survival. This is the rarest of natural selection forms.  Azcolvin429 (Selection_Types_Chart.png) / GFDL The most common type of natural selection is the stabilization of selection. When stabilizing the selection, the average phenotype is the one selected for during natural selection. It doesn't distort the bell
curve in any way. Instead, it makes the peak of the bell curve even higher than what would be considered normal. Stabilization selection is the type of natural selection that a person's skin color follows. Most people are not very light-skinned or very dark-skinned. Most species fall somewhere in the middle of these two extremes. This creates a very large peak right in the middle of
the bell curve. It is usually caused by mixing traits through incomplete or codominance alleles.  Rick Takagi Photography/Getty Images Sexual Selection is another type of natural selection. However, it tends to distort phenotype ratios in the population, so they don't necessarily match what Gregor Mendel predicted would population-size-size-20s. In sexual selection, the female
species tends to choose mates based on group traits that they show that are more attractive. The suitability of men judged on the basis of their attractiveness and those who are more attractive will reproduce more and more offspring will also have these traits.  Mark Burnside/Getty Images Artificial Selection is not a type of natural selection, obviously, but it helped Charles Darwin
get data for his theory of natural selection. Artificial selection mimics natural selection in that certain traits are chosen to be passed on to the next generation. However, instead of nature or the environment in which the species lives is the deciding factor for which traits are favorable and which are not, it is the people who make the choice of traits during artificial selection. All
domestic plants and animals are products of artificial selection - people choose which features are most useful for them. Darwin was able to use artificial selection on his birds to show that the desired traits can be chosen by breeding. This helped to work on the data he collected during his journey on HMS Beagle through the Galapagos Islands and South America. There, Charles
Darwin studied local finches and noticed that those in the Galapagos Islands are very similar to those in South America, but they had unique beak shapes. He performed an artificial selection of birds back to England to show how the traits have changed over time. It's time.
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